
 

MOVING THE MARGINS: FICTION & INCLUSION 

 

SESSION ONE—DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 
 

This is an example of one of the discussion questions used for session one: 

 

Exit West, by Mohsin Hamid, is interested in the simultaneous telling of multiple stories. He opens the chapter 

with a discussion of the city. We are somewhere in the Middle East, and although true war has not broken out, 

there is unrest, and everyone's lives are touched by the possibility of imminent violence. It is a city "teetering on 

the edge of an abyss," as Hamid describes it. And so we are made to understand that among other things, this is 

a story of place. However it is not as simple as a political or geographical history. Exit West is also the story – 

as we glimpse briefly in this first chapter - of Australian woman, or perhaps of the man who goes to great 

lengths to sneak out of her house in the dead of night, leaving no trace. It is the story of Saeed's mother and 

father, their history and experience; it is the story of Saeed himself and of Nadia. We catch glimpses in this 

chapter of each character, their present moment, hints to their personalities and pasts, and an idea of the weight 

of a future trajectory. Along with these, Hamid also weaves in the story of time itself, the passage of time, the 

gentrification of the city, the intersection of a society that embraces both evening prayers and devout religious 

attire, as well as business school, billboards, phone apps, and women riding motorcycles. We see the almost 

time-lapse version of Saeed's parents' timeline, the juxtaposition in time of an anxious city that is both holding 

its breath and shrugging off car bombs, and the humdrum life of an advertising agent. Which of these seems to 

you to be the key or central story line? What does the author do to give you that impression? How do these 

many simultaneous stories enrich the central narrative? What mechanism/s does the author use to be able to 

move smoothly between these stories? 

 

Think of your own writing. What stories are you trying to tell? How do these stories inform and converse with 

each other? How are they made more powerful by being told together rather than apart? Are they more powerful 

that way, or do they work best standing alone? Life itself is a complex network of simultaneous stories. Each of 

us here are living our own stories which are informed, influenced, and affected by the larger political stories that 

give us context, by the stories of our parents, friends and relatives, even by each other here in this course. Is it 

important to reflect that in fiction? How many stories are enough? How many are too many to try to include? 

What parallel narratives would best enrich the stories you want to tell? 

 


